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"Acta non verba. 
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Content
INTRO

The future of Decentralised Finance (DeFi) is in the hands of
complete DeFi ecosystems that are cross-chain interoperable,
giving the users the freedom to choose on which blockchain they
operate the protocols on. Education is key for users to utilise
innovative products, which are now shifting to be implemented in
the backend of protocols and provide automatically the most
beneficial outcome for the end user.
Acta Finance is a DeFi ecosystem that brings innovation to the
DeFi industry by introducing many centralised features for the first
time on-chain to fight manipulation, corruption, and abuse of
passive earning features, such as address milestones and a
referral program. The ActaFi Ecosystem combines multiple
products and technologies in one place to provide a better user
experience, of which the ACTA Token benefits with five utilities.

2.

Content
VISION AND GOAL

Our vision is to bring innovation to the DeFi industry by bringing
fresh passive earning features and DeFi products together in one
ecosystem. The ActaFi ecosystem is a DeFi playground that
offers the best potential outcome for traders and introduces both
new, and existing centralised, passive earning opportunities 

on-chain to motivate user activity and ecosystem growth in a fair
and transparent way.
Our goal is to introduce an innovative DeFi ecosystem on
multiple blockchains to allow the users to choose their favourite
network to operate the ActaFi protocols on, that focuses on a
friendly user experience and rewarding the community for their
user base growth and activity.

3.

Cross-Chain

DeFi Ecosystem


Through the growth of DeFi, the community, user activity, and
liquidity is spread over multiple blockchains and ecosystems.
Token bridges make it possible for users to migrate their assets
from one blockchain to another, but not everyone understands
that technology and gets them trapped in a single ecosystem.



Acta Finance uses token bridges on the backend so the users go
cross-chain without noticing it, becoming more beneficial on any
interaction. By issuing the ActaFi Ecosystem on multiple
networks, it allows the users to choose on which blockchain they
operate the ActaFi Protocols on.

What is DeFi?

Decentralised Finance, also known as DeFi, allows users to
interact through smartcontracts and cutting out the centralised
institutions. Every interaction gets registered on-chain, making
abuse or manipulation impossible. At all times the world can
follow every step.
DeFi caused the Ethereum network to become overloaded. With
an average cost of 25$ for the slowest transaction during rush
hour, it made the network less user-friendly. Smart contract
SWIFT
FASTa simple trade on
NORM
interaction, for example
Uniswap, costs upSLOW
to
roughly $75.

Many projects bridged to the Binance Smart Chain for faster
transactions and lower fees, which is currently being surpassed
by other networks, Avalanche being one of them. DeFi should be
affordable and accessible by anyone!
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Gas price (Gwei)
SWIFT
1202

$41.91 15 Sec.

FAST
751

$26.18 1 MIN.
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703

SLOW
675

$24.51 3 min.

$23.53 >10 min.
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TX1 1000)
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Why Avalanche

The ActaFi ecosystem requires a blockchain that is ready for
high-frequency usage and interaction with the blockchain.
Avalanche has the best documentation for financial dApp
development in the industry and is EVM (Ethereum Virtual
Machine) compatible, which makes it easier to connect to other
networks to tap into the deep-liquidity of an asset by using
tokenbridges on behalf of the user.


Within Avalanche there are 3 blockchains:

Exchange Chain (X-Chain) acts as a decentralised for creating
and trading digital smart assets.
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Platform Chain (P-Chain) is the metadata blockchain on
Avalanche and coordinates validators, keeps track of active
subnets, and enables the creation of new subnets. The P-Chain
API allows clients to create subnets, add validators to the
subnets, and create blockchains.


Contract Chain (C-Chain) allows for the creation of smart
contracts.

Primary Network
Validate Avalanche’s built-in blockchain
Members must stake AVAX tokens

Exchange (X) Chain
Avalanche Consensus Protoco
Creates Asset
Exchanges Assets

Asset 1 Asset 2 AVAX

Platform (P) Chain

Snowman Consensus Protoco
Coordinates Validator
Creates Subnets

Custom Chain 1

Custom Chain 2

Contract (C) Chain

Snowman Consensus Protoco
Executes EVM Contract
Smart Contracts

nFT

ERC20

DAPP

With the P-chain of Avalanche the opportunity arises for the
ActaFi Ecosystem to set up a subnetwork, which would allow the
ACTA Token to be used as gas-fee while making the token
deflationary.

6.

ActaFi Swap
ActaFi Swap is a cross-chain liquidity aggregator with active
liquidity and works using an Automated Market Maker (AMM),
which is a smart contract that regulates trading. Since smart
contracts are decentralised, users do not have to trade the order
book

of

an

exchange.

Instead,

they

effectively

trade

against

liquidity, provided by users.

7.

Concentrated Liquidity
The AMM protocol on ActaFi Swap makes use of concentrated
liquidity, instead of passive liquidity. While previously all liquidity
providers, other than Uniswap v3, provided liquidity passively
across
enables

all

available

liquidity

prices.

providers

Meanwhile,
to

choose

concentrated

limited

price

liquidity

ranges

to

provide liquidity to. This allows for active strategies similar to
market-making in traditional order book markets.



The

returns

of

passive

liquidity

providers

have

decreased

significantly with the introduction of concentrated liquidity, like on
Uniswap v3. This is a direct result from active liquidity providers
earning on average significantly more fees than passive LPs.

8.

Liquidity aggregator

ActaFi Swap is a cross-chain liquidity aggregator that
accumulates liquidity pools between different platforms, operating
on a network. While trading on the ActaFi Swap, users not only
trade with the ActaFi Swap liquidity pools, but also tap in the
available liquidity on other Avalanche-based swaps, such as
TraderjoeXYZ, Pangolin and others. As a liquidity framework, we
facilitate the best possible outcome for the traders.



Combined with tokenbridges, that work as a secondary function
on the backend, ActaFi Swap taps into an asset’s liquidity on any
network.

Token Bridges
Token bridges are a successful innovation to the DeFi industry,
allowing users to migrate liquidity and assets from one network to
another. Utilising tokenbridges, users are able to escape
congested, slow, and expensive networks to use their assets in
DeFi ecosystems that run on faster and cheaper networks.



To make an even better use of tokenbridges, ActaFi Swap will
utilise tokenbridges to tap into asset liquidity on other networks
as well before using the liquidity aggregator, to provide the best
price possible for the buyer/seller.
USDT

USDC

USDT

USDT
USDT
USDT
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Swap fee
ActaFi Swap offers the opportunity for liquidity providers to choose
which swap protocol fee they provide liquidity to. At origin, there
will be 3 internal liquidity pools available:

0.05%

0.3%

1%

The AMM protocol automatically routes through the liquidity pools
of ActaFi Swap, and cross-chain connected liquidity pools. By
automatically arbitraging across price differences ActaFi Swap
offers the most beneficial outcome for the trader in the industry.
Internal Pool 0.3% Fee
100 

10 

Token A
Token B

Trader

Concentrated Liquidity
Liquidity Shares
12 Pool Tokens

Liquidity

provider

External Pool 0.3% Fee

0.3% fee

Deposit
Input: 10 Token A + 1 Token B
Output: 4 LP Shares

30 

Token A

5

Token B

0.3% fee

Swap
Input:

20 Token A

Bridge:
Output:

(Network A)
2 Token B

+

0.3% Fee
(Network A)
(Network B)
(Network B)

Internal Pool
Partial input: 10 Token A + 0.3% Fee
External Pool
Partial input: 10 Token A + 0.3% Fee
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Listing
Anyone can list a token on ActaFi Swap, but the listing entity will
have to lock a minimum amount of liquidity for 12 months. Users
will be able to report malicious token duplicates and get a reward
in ACTA Tokens for their contribution to protect the traders.
Projects have the possibility to set up farming pools on Acta
Finance to incentivize liquidity providers.



Swapping fees are immediately deposited into liquidity reserves.
This increases the value of liquidity tokens, functioning as a
payout to all liquidity providers proportional to their share of the
pool. Fees are collected by burning liquidity tokens to remove a
proportional share of the underlying reserves.

Staking AND 

Yield Farming


The Decentralised Finance world is an evolution within the
blockchain and cryptocurrency industry as it brings a whole new
opportunity for earning multiple passive income streams. The
incentives, rewards, and safety DeFi provides to the users of the
platform is pushing smart contract interaction to higher levels. Acta
Finance, inclusive of ActaFi Swap, is bringing DeFi incentives in a
way no other project has ever brought before.

11.

Staking
At Acta Finance, we don’t believe in lockups when it comes to
staking. Users need to be able to withdraw their staked amount, or
claim their rewards, without any delay. Any project listed on ActaFi
Swap can apply for staking.

*sTAKING PAGE - live in actaFi ecosystem

The ACTA Token has a progressive reward model so users are
motivated to engage long term. The longer a user stakes, the
higher rewards APR users will get.
Staking duration

(in days)

1-90
90<...

12%
15%

APR

The staking rewards are allocated every second and are free to be
claimed or compounded. As the user benefits from staking, we
also want to have the incentives available as long as possible, if
not forever. Therefore, fees are in place which refill the incentives
pool, feed the DAO Program and Referral Program. As a result, it
provides the opportunity for everybody to benefit and get rewarded
for their activity within the ActaFi Ecosystem.
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Staking Fees

0.75%

0.50%

Deposit fee

Withdrawal fee

0% Fees on
Claiming rewards

Compounding

The Staking fees are distributed 

quarterly as follows

20% refill the incentives pool
20% Acta Finance DAO program

30%

20%

30%

20%

30% Development Fund
up to 30% to Referral Program*
*The allocation of the Referral levels that are not filled
get reallocated automatically to the incentives pool.


Acta Finance Liquidity mining
Liquidity mining, otherwise known as yield farming, represents a
new way of utilising cryptocurrencies by providing liquidity to
decentralised exchanges. Since the primary goal of an exchange,
or swap protocol, is to be liquid, DEXes seek to reward users
willing to bring capital to their platform.



By

providing

participants
determine

liquidity

earn
the

to

liquidity

earnable

the

liquidity

points
stake

pools

(LP).
of

the

on

Those
fees

ActaFi

Swap,

liquidity

points

generated

from

transactions in the liquidity pool. While the token swapper pays
the protocol fee to trade on ActaFi Swap, the liquidity provider
earns crypto for providing liquidity that the first user will need. In
essence, the larger the LP stake is, the larger share of trading
fees can be earned (e.g. if you own 10% of the liquidity pool, you
receive 10% of the swap fee).
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Yield Farming
To incentivize users to become liquidity providers, Acta Finance
sets up farming pools, also known as staking Liquidity Points, for
trading pairs on ActaFi Swap. With farming, users deposit their
Liquidity Points into the farming smart contract and therefore get
a fair share from a fixed rewards pool. During the time the
investor’s LPs are in the farming smart contract, the user still
receives an appropriate share of the swap fees, but also rewards
coming from the farming contract.



Projects that perform fundraising on the ActaFi Launchpad are
obligated to set up a farming pool on Acta Finance, which offers
the

community

an

incentive

for

providing

liquidity

on ActaFi

Swap.

Fees
Farming fees

0%

1%

Deposit fee

Withdrawal fee*

*ACTA Tokens get used for refilling the incentives pool address directly. 

In case of non-ACTA Token pair farming pools, both assets of the fee get allocated to
community incentives as a reward.

ActaFi Lending
Crypto lending is an alternative investment strategy that allows
investors to lend cryptocurrency to borrowers in exchange for
interest. This system has 2 parties - the lender and the borrower.



Taking a loan requires collateral. The lender receives interest
from the borrower in exchange for the loan, while borrowers’
crypto

assets

are

counted

as

collateral

to

secure

investors’

investment. This serves as a guarantee for the lender; if anything
goes wrong, the collateral is used as a form of compensation.
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How does Acta Finance Lending work

Cryptocurrency lending mode of operation is similar to peer-topeer lending. Lenders and borrowers get to connect via the Acta
Finance platform. However, instead of fiat currency, Acta Finance
lending transactions use cryptocurrencies.



Lenders allocate their crypto assets at custom rates. Generally,
users often lend their crypto assets for two primary reasons:
margin lending and personal use. Once a lender’s fund is
available, the borrower - who has concluded that a particular
coin’s price will appreciate - will ask to borrow a part of the funds
available at that moment. The borrower will then repay the
borrowed cryptocurrency with the assigned interest rate.


Content

ASSET
Search

ACTA
AVAX
ADA

Available balance:250,00

Amount

Terms

7days 14 days 28 days

Daily 

Interest Rate

C3

Estimated
Profit

CARDS

ACTA

25% 50% 75% 100%

VENT
MELD

ACTA funDING MARKET

LEND ACTA

0.28

Optimal Rate 

0.314%

%

ACTA LENDING PROFIT

3% Extra

2018.8 ACTA

Lend ACTA

Daily Interest Rate
0.2%
0.25%
0.255%
0.257%
0.273%
0.3%
0.318%
0.424%
0.469%
0.5%
0.6%
0.616%
0.65%

Annualize Rate
73%
91,3%
93,1%
93,8%
99,6%
109%
116%
154%
171%
182%
219%
224%
237%

7days 14 days 28 days

Terms
7 days
7 days
14 days
7 days
14 days
7 days
28 days
7 days
14 days
7 days
28 days
28 days
28 days

Total Amount
32,958 ACTA
48,781 ACTA
91,234 ACTA
18,131 ACTA
24,090 ACTA
109,123 ACTA
67,444 ACTA
16,486 ACTA
33,461 ACTA
238,988 ACTA
638,922 ACTA
47,191ACTA
184,988 ACTA

This illustration is an example. The product and platform will have a different design and UI/UX. 
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How to invest in Acta Finance Lending

Acta Finance provides, as the first platform in the crypto industry,
peer-to-peer lending by smart contract. By placing loan ask
orders on Acta Finance, users are able to customise their
requested daily interest rates (up to 2% daily) and can determine
the maximum duration of the contract. There are 3 duration
options available: 7, 14 or 28 days.



Upon taking a loan, there will be an initial 30min accrued interest
calculated. Borrowers are allowed to pay back the loan whenever
it suits them, within the provided time frame, to pay as little
interest as possible. 



Users can enable auto lending which auto-fills in the reserved
amount of the asset to the address, a minimum daily lending ratio
(%) and a preferred lending duration. Acta Finance will then
automatically place the best possible ratio at the lending duration,
on behalf of the user.

Content

Example
I have 1000 USDT on my address and have enabled autolending. I fill in the form:
reserved amount of USDT on my address, which won’t be
lent = 10 USDT

duration: 7 days

Lending ratio: in % / day. For this example let's put it at 1%.
If the current lending ratio is higher than your minimum, the
system will automatically place your 990 USDT at 1 unit lower
than the current available loan offer. If it is higher, then your
absolute minimum daily interest ratio will be placed.

16.

How is Acta Finance protecting lenders

Acta Finance brings a unique lending mechanism that protects
lenders from losing any funds during liquidations.



An insurance fund, by smart contract, is created that receives 5%
of all the realised lending profits. The smart contract only gets
addressed upon liquidation events so the lender is guaranteed to
receive the lent asset + interest up to the moment of liquidation.

Content

Receive interest in ACTA Tokens


The lender can choose to receive the loan interest in ACTA
Tokens. This not only guarantees, upon liquidation of the
borrower, that the accrued interests are paid completely but also
gives an additional 1% bonus, paid by Acta Finance, on the
realised profits of the loan.

Lending profits

15% of the lender’s realised profits go to the Acta Finance
platform and get distributed as follows:
Insurance fund
(smart contract)

5%

Acta Finance 

platform 

development

5%

DAO Program

2%

up to

3%

up to 3% go to the
Referral Program*

*The allocation of the Referral levels that are not filled get allocated automatically to the
insurance fund.
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Margin Trading

ActaFi Swap provides a safe and transparent environment for
people to trade derivatives. Margin Trading will only be available
for

assets

that

are

supported

by

decentralised

oracles

as

liquidations are triggered through a fully decentralised price feed,
making it the first truly decentralised liquidation process in the
industry.

YOUR 

OPPORTUNITY

YOUR DEPOSIT

To keep leveraged positions open, traders will be required to hold
a certain percentage of the value of the position as collateral
(105%). If this is not fulfilled, the position will be liquidated. With
Cross Margin - any deposits, withdrawals and trades can impact
your collateralization level and thus your liquidation level.
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Margin requests are filled by liquidity providers (lenders) on Acta
Finance.

People can manually select to borrow orders on Acta Finance at
the DeFi section (lending) or on ActaFi Swap directly at the best
possible lending rates. By taking the loan through ActaFi Swap,
there is a possibility that the lending contracts have mixed
duration. There is a 0.25% margin trade fee for the platform on
each margin trade.

Liquidity
fee
0.25%

to the liquidity providers on
ActaFi Swap

to the platform to support the
Margin technology

The debt (D) is being calculated with the open loan amount and
by time duration with the lending ratio. Once a lending contract
starts, it automatically calculates for the first 30min (1800s).



D= [(loan x ratio) / 86400] x t + borrowed amount

Liquidations happen by the platform when the risk / threat hits 95% 

R = D / AV

Liq. price = (current asset price x R) / 0.95

Liquidation process

Liquidation events only get triggered by the Decentralised Price
feed from Charli3 Oracle and automatically use collateral in the
position to buy back the borrowed asset and repay principal +
interest. The remaining amount is returned to the trader, minus a
10% liquidation fee which gets distributed as follows:



50% Acta Finance liquidity providers, in ACTA Tokens

20% Acta Finance DAO Program

30% Acta Finance development fund

19.

Provide liquidity to 

Acta Finance

Having a passive investment running through a platform was
never easier. Provide liquidity to Acta Finance and the platform
does the work for you! 



Acta

Finance

feeds

lending

orderbooks

(up

to

2%

daily)

automatically for the user and/or uses the funds to execute
liquidations. 50% of the liquidation fee goes to the Acta Finance
liquidity providers in a fair share based on their contribution.

ActaFi Launchpad

The

ActaFi

Launchpad

incubates

projects

that

build

on

Avalanche and Cardano. An Initial Dex Offering (IDO) is the initial
offering

of

tokens

that

is

conducted

and

controlled

by

the

underlying Decentralised Exchange Protocol. Contributed funds
are

vested,

managed,

and

made

available

to

the

project

gradually in order to prevent rug-pulling and exit scams. A wellfunctioning

LaunchPad

protocol

creates

a

safe

and

trustless

crypto fundraising environment.



The fundraising will happen in four stages:

1. Introduction

2. Qualification

3. Subscription

4. Open Round


Stage 1 - Introduction
After a vetting and due diligence process of the Acta Finance
team, projects are put available for the Acta Ambassadors to vote,
in

a

decentralised

way,

on

which

project

makes

it

to

the

launchpad. The winning project gets introduced to the community
followed by a schedule that runs up to the IDO launch.
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Stage 2 - Qualification
During seven days, prior to IDO launch, a daily snapshot will be
taken, on-chain, of ACTA Token holders and/or stakers. Every
person with a minimum average of 3000 ACTA Tokens during
those seven snapshot days, in their wallet / staking / wNFT, gets a
base allocation to invest in the launchpad project. Allocation sizes
scale progressively based on higher average holding scores, as
per table below:
Tier Level

Required ACTA

Basic Allocation (BA)

1

3,000 - 9,999

BA

2

10,000 - 24,999

BA ~ x2

3

25,000 - 49,999

BA ~ x4.5

4

50,000 - 99,999

BA ~ x9

5

Participants

100,000+

in

the

BA ~ x 17.5

ActaFi

Ambassador

Program

count

automatically as participants for minimum tier 3.

Stage 3 - Subscription
Two days before the launch, the list of eligible wallets will be
released

that

are

qualified

to

participate

for

an

investment

allocation.



The qualified wallets will be required to perform the KYC process,
to

stay

licensed

compliant

with

projects

don’t

fundraising
get

in

law

trouble.

and

make

sure

Participants

in

that
the

launchpad will only be requested to perform the KYC once.



If any eligible ACTA holder decides not to participate in ticket
distribution, or fails to complete KYC, their allocation value will be
added to the Open Round.

Stage 4 - Open Round
Depending on the number of unclaimed allocation tickets from
stage

3,

an

Open

Round

will

be

created.

Any

user

that

is

minimum tier 1, will be able to invest at a higher allocation on a
First Come First Served (FCFS) basis.
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Raised Funds distribution
The launchpad contributions are distributed as follows:

ActaFi Launchpad - Fundraising Distribution

10%

70%

20%

Project

LAunchpad


ActaFi Swap


Development

Fee

Liquidity

7.5%
Acta Finance

2.5%
DAO 

Program

To protect the ActaFi Ecosystem the:
*70% Project development is released on milestones reached
on the project’s roadmap.

** 20% Locked for 12 months in the liquidity pool on ActaFi
Swap.

*** 7.5% Used for smart contract audit, setting up farming pools
and PR activities.
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Decentralised Autonomous
Organisation (DAO)


DAO stands for “Decentralised Autonomous Organisation” and
can

be

described

as

an

open-source

blockchain

protocol

governed by a set of rules, created by its elected members, that
automatically

execute

certain

actions

without

the

need

for

intermediaries.

The DAO rewards will be distributed every quarter, which also
includes a buyback program.



There are 3 DAO levels to be earned, determined by the amount
ACTA Tokens the user is staking. The higher the DAO level, the
more passive income a user can generate.





Minister

CounSelor
25,000 ACTA

VOTE

EARN

Ambassador

50,000 ACTA

100,000 ACTA

Smart contract

Smart contract Audit


Audit


Farming Pools


Farming Pools

ACTA Launchpad

7% ACTA Staking Fees


10% ACTA Staking Fees


3% ACTA Staking

5% Margin Liquidation Fee*


15% Margin Liquidation Fee*


Fees

0.5% Launchpad Revenue*

2% Launchpad Revenue*


Smart contract
Audit

1%

LOCK
Launchpad
Tier minimum

realised Lending Profits*

3 months

3 months

3 months

Tier 3

Tier 4

Tier 5

Part of ACTA buyback program*

Users need to activate the DAO level manually when they have
reached the required staking amount and time. Engaging with a
DAO title will lock the required ACTA Tokens for three months.
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Referral Program

and Address Milestones


Acta Finance is the first DeFi platform that brings a Referral
Program, and Address Milestones, on-chain to incentivize user
activity in a transparent way. There will be 3 referral levels. Users
are rewarded upon reaching Address Milestones and can also
earn rewards when their personal network reaches a milestone.
Each user will need to deposit 50 ACTA tokens to a smart
contract that will enable the referral link to be generated. These
50 ACTA tokens will be locked for 12 months. The minimum
rewards amount that can be claimed is 10 ACTA tokens.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

15%

10%

5%

Lending Profits*

1,5%

1%

0,5%

Address Milestones*

10%

5%

REWARDS ON STAKING FEE*
Referral Realised

3%

*The numbers are taken at the moment of writing the White Paper. Each smart contract will
be dynamic and possible to adjust rewards.

TRADING VOLUME

REWARD IN ACTA TOKENS

5000$

5

25,000$

20

100,000$

50

500,000$

200

1,000,000$

500

24.

Realised Lending Profit

REWARD IN ACTA TOKENS

500$

10

2,500$

30

15,000$

150

50,000$

350

100,000$

500

Engage in Farming cycle
(minimum 2000$ worth)

Rewards in ACTA Tokens

1

5

3

20

5

35

10

60

15

100

Referral Tree (active
referral link)

Rewards in ACTA Tokens

10

20

25

65

50

150

100

350

250

1000
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10% Kickback Program
Acta

Finance

introduces

the

10%

kickback

program

as

an

incentive for users to be connected to a referral network. As the
user’s activity generates address milestone rewards, his affiliate
gets a commission on which the referral (user) receives a 10%
kickback.

Example:

Tertius refers Secundus

Secundus refers Primus

Primus refers me.



I

reach

1,000,000$

trading

volume

on

ActaFi

Swap,

and

therefore I receive 500 ACTA Tokens as reward for reaching the
Address Milestone.

Primus receives 10% commission = 50 ACTA

Secundus receives 5% commission = 25 ACTA

Tertius receives 3% commission = 15 ACTA



If I have deposited 50 ACTA in the Referral Program smart
contract, even without having any referrals, the kickback program
is active. This means that every affiliate kicks back 10% of the
rewards they get from me. So I receive 5 ACTA from Primus, 2.5
ACTA from Secundus and 1.5 ACTA from Tertius.
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ACTA Tokenomics

Symbol: 

Token Name: ACTA

Category: DeFi



Blockchain: 

Total supply: 195,000,000 ACTA

Tokens for sale: 38,500,000 ACTA

Seed Sale Price: 0.065$ 

Private Sale Price: 0.10$

Public Sale Price: 0.135$

4.62% Seed / VC - 9,000,000 ACTA


20.51% Treasury - 40,000,000 ACTA


10% Private Sale* - 19,500,000 ACTA


5.13% Team*** - 10,000,000 ACTA


2.56% Public Sale** - 5,000,000 ACTA


2.31% Advisors - 4,500,000 ACTA


2.56% Strategic Sale - 5,000,000 ACTA


1.03% Liquidity - 2,000,000 ACTA

%
62
4.

%

3
5.1

2.3
1%
1.0
3%

51.28% Incentives - 100,000,000 ACTA


%

10

%

2.56

20.51%

2.56%

51.28%
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SEED SALE

9,000,000 ACTA

Price: $0.065



P

PRIVATE SALE

19,500,000 ACTA

Price: $0.10



UBLIC SALE

5,000,000 ACTA

Price: $0.135



Amount

Amount

Amount

Release: 5% TGE

Cliff: 3 months

Vesting: 12months

Distribution: Quarterly

Release: 10% TGE

Cliff: 3 months

Vesting: 12months

Distribution: Quarterly

Release: 40% TGE

Cliff: 1 month

Vesting: 2months

Distribution: Monthly

Team ***
Team Tokens unlocked by milestones, price met and the launch of
products / features.
Release by Event
Amount

LAUNCH

2,000,000 ACTA

ActaFi Swap

1,000,000 ACTA

ActaFi DAO Program

1,000,000 ACTA

ActaFi Launchpad

1,500,000 ACTA

Lending

2,000,000 ACTA

Margin Trading

Team Tokens that are unlocked by Developement Event will be vested over 3months

Release by Price
Amount

Terms & Conditions

750,000 ACTA

ACTA Token price is minimum 1.40$ for 72h

750,000 ACTA

ACTA Token price is minimum 2.50$ for 120h

1,000,000 ACTA

ACTA Token price is minimum 3.60$ for 120h

Team Tokens that are unlocked by price will be vested over 6 months.

28.

ACTA Token Utility



50 ACTA to activate the Referral Program smart contract.

Minimum 3,000 ACTA required in staking / hodling to participate in the
ActaFi Launchpad.

DAO Title

25,000 ACTA required in staking to claim the Counsellor Title.

50,000 ACTA required in staking to claim the Minister Title.

100,000 ACTA required in staking to claim the Ambassador Title.

Acta Finance Lending interest can be paid in ACTA.

ACTA Tokens will be used as gas fee within the ActaFi Ecosystem when
we migrate to Avalanche P-Chain


Timeline




Concept creation

Q1

Business registration


Seed Sale


Form C-level team


Team expansion 1


Domain Registration

Website design

Q2

Private

& Strategic Sale


Marketing Phase 1

Q3

Q4

2021
IDO 3


Hackathon

ActaFi Launchpad

Global conferences tour

Translations (DE, FR, ES, ID)


Q3

Release wNFT


IDO 1


Release Referral program


Staking ready


Release Address Milestones


Ecosystem v1 design


Token Generation Event (TGE)


Marketing Phase 2


IDO 2


Trading Competition


Translations (TR, PT, RU)


Testnet TGE releases

Release Staking


2022

Q2

Q1

ActaFi Ecosystem mobile App

ActaFi Swap v3

ActaFi Swap v2 

(Active liquidity pools)


Q1

Q4

P2p Lending

Q2

(Margin Trading)

Q3

2023

DAO Program

ActaFi Swap v1 (cross-chain liquidity aggregator)

Farming pools

ActaFi Ecosystem to Avalanche P-chain


fl

Start De ationary ACTA Tokenmodel

Trading competition
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Core Team



Christof Waton - Founder / CEO
Christof has over four years of experience as CBDO
in

the

crypto

blockchain
bringing
Linkedin

centralised

business

DeFi

exchange

industry

development

features,

strategy

and

consultancy,
planning

and

incentives to the market. The year before starting the
Acta

Finance

contractor

project,

for

two

Christof

projects

was

to

a

write

consultant
out

a

/

DeFi

ecosystem, introducing innovation to the industry. To
bring

more,

building

Acta

Finance

was

the

only

possible solution to not be held back.

Laurynas Antanavičius - Chief Technology Officer
(CTO)
Laurynas

is

a

Certified Agile

practitioner

with

10+

years of experience managing engineering teams to

Linkedin

deliver

Cloud

infrastructure

based

real-time

systems

projects,
and

blockchain-

high-traffic

web

marketplaces.



During his career he led Data Center infrastructure
projects with budgets over 50M $ for the Bank of
Lithuania and the Ministry of Interior of Lithuania. He
served

as

a

CTO

launching

a

centralised

crypto

exchange to Top 50 position in CMC and delivering a
liquidity

framework

‘CoinStruction’

for

centralised

crypto exchanges.

30.

Artautas Jasinskas - Chief Operations Officer
Artautas is an experienced Product Owner / Project
manager. More than 10 years working in the financial
sector and delivering high impact global projects by
introducing and implementing green field solutions in
Linkedin

a financial regulated environment. Artautas has been
working

with

high-end

technologies

and

leading

different teams across the globe.



During his career he led several Agile transformations
(an

act

of

transforming

an

organisation's

form

or

nature gradually to one that is able to embrace and
thrive in a flexible, collaborative, self-organising, fast
changing environment) by introducing different ways
of working . Artautas is an Agile evangelist, loving
benefits and adopting different Agile methodologies in
different teams in order to deliver better, faster with
better quality.

Gytis Trilikauskis - Head Of Marketing
Gytis has experience as a CMO, content writer and
ghostwriter

over

the

past

4

years

in

the

industry.

Those skills allow him to work independently within
Acta Finance to provide the community updates on
Linkedin

social media and the community channels.

Eva Beliavciv - Investor Relations
Eva entered the Fintech industry as a translator and
business
community

developer.
growth

Her

latest

manager

in

experiences
OKX

and

as
past

experience in Howdoo introduced Eva to the DeFi
Linkedin

world.
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Marius Naujokas - Lead UI/UX Developer
Marius

is

an

specialising

in

incredibly

efficient

user-focused

web

web

platform

designer
designs.

He’s delivered numerous design projects for crypto
and e-commerce startups.
Linkedin

He is consistently on-point

and on-time delivering unique UX solutions.

Abhishek Mishra - Front end developer
Abhishek has over 5 years of experience being a
Frontend Developer / Engineer. During his career, he
has done remote work for agencies, startups, and
collaborated
Linkedin

products

for

with

talented

both

people

business

to

and

create

digital

consumer

use.

Abhishek creates high performance & rich interactive
websites that work across all platforms & devices.



Georg-Gert Tammeleht - Senior front end developer
Georg

is

a

senior

front

end

developer

with

vast

experience working on different solutions for various
projects.

In

experience
Linkedin

his
in

career
hands-on

Georg

not

activities,

only

has

vast

but

also

has

experience in leading and coaching other developers
in his team. Georg is known in the team for his “can
do” attitude.
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Pavel Zagzin - Senior backend developer
Pavel is senior backend developer with many years of
experience

in

working

with

different

solutions

and

projects. Pavel has mastered several programming
languages and can work in many roles. Pavel easily
Linkedin

takes responsibility in leading other developers. Pavel
always makes sure all solutions he is developing are
bullet proof.

Taaniel Sylla - Senior backend developer
Taaniel

is

senior

backend

developer

with

many

experience in different projects and start ups. In his
career Taaniel has worked on different complicated
projects and was always interested in solidity. In Acta
Linkedin

Finance Taaniel

took

a

leading

role

in

developing

ActaSwap and bringing this solution to the community.

Social
Facebook

Linkedin
Telegram Announcements


Twitter

Medium

Telegram Chat
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Partners

Backers

Roger Ver

34.

KOLs

Crypto Jalal

35.

Legal Considerations, 

Risks and Disclaimer

IMPORTANT NOTICE: PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THE “Legal
Considerations,
Content Risk and Disclaimer” SUMMARY CAREFULLY. WE

RECOMMEND YOU CONSULT A LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER
PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) OR EXPERTS FOR FURTHER
GUIDANCE prior to participating in the sale of the ACTA Tokens to be
issued by Acta Finance (the “Company”), which is a part and action on
behalf of the P2P Solutions group, all as outlined in the Company’s White
Paper and the terms govern the sale.



Please note that you must read this before: (i) making use of the White
Paper and any and all information available on the website(s) of ACTA
Finance and/or (ii) participating in the Company’s Token sale outlined in
this White Paper and governing terms (the “Token Sale”). Any and all
undefined capitalised terms below shall have the meaning set out in the
“Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” schedule in full.



The “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” schedule applies to the
Company’s White Paper and any information available on the Company’s
website. The contents of the “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer”
schedule outlines the terms and conditions applicable to you in connection
with (i) your use of this White Paper and of any and all information
available on the Website; and/or (ii) your participation in the Token Sale, in
each case in addition to any other terms and conditions that we may
publish from time to time relating to this White Paper, the Website and the
Token Sale (such terms hereinafter referred to as the “Terms”).



The information set forth in the “Legal Considerations, Risks and
Disclaimer” schedule may not be exhaustive and does not imply any
elements of a contractual relationship. While we make every reasonable
effort to ensure that all information: (i) in this White Paper; and (ii) available
on the Website (collectively referred to as the “Available Information”) is
accurate and up to date, such material in no way constitutes professional
advice.

36.

The Company does not recommend purchasing Tokens for speculative
investment purposes.



You should not purchase ACTA Tokens for investment purposes. Such
tokens are not designed for investment purposes and should not be
considered as a type of investment. Furthermore, you acknowledge,
understand and agree that holding ACTA tokens is not a guarantee,
representation or warranty that the holder will be able to use the
Company, or receive any tokens utilised by the Company.



You acknowledge and agree that you are not purchasing ACTA Tokens
for purposes of investment, speculation, as some type of arbitrage
strategy, for immediate resale or other financial purposes. You
acknowledge that all purchases of ACTA Tokens are final and
nonrefundable, and the Company is not required to provide a refund for
any reason and that you will not receive money or other compensation or
any form of a refund, and you consent to no right of withdrawal from the
fundraising.



ACTA Tokens do not entitle you to any equity, dividends, voting or similar
right or entitlement in the Company or in any of its affiliated companies.
Tokens are sold as digital assets, similar to downloadable software,
digital music and the like. The Company does not recommend that you
purchase Tokens unless you have prior experience with cryptographic
tokens, blockchain-based software and distributed ledger technology and
unless you have taken independent professional advice.



Content

Citizens, nationals, resident (tax or otherwise) and/or green card holders
of any jurisdiction which prohibits the possession, dissemination or
communication of the Available Information and/or prohibits participation
in the Token Sale or the purchase of Tokens or any such similar activity
or any other Restricted Personas are not permitted to participate in the
Token Sale.



In no event shall the Company or any current or former Company
Representatives be liable for the Excluded Liability Matter.


37.

The Company does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any
representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity
or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to
the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in the
Available Information.



You should carefully consider and evaluate each of the risk factors and all
information contained in the Terms before deciding to participate in the Token
Sale



Risk Factors

The following is a summary of the risk factors in relation to the ACTA Token
Sale and Company in general. This summary should not be relied on in place
of reading the full risk factors section of the “Legal Considerations, Risks and
Disclaimer” schedule.

Content

38.

Token Sale Risks


There is no prior market for Tokens and the Token Sale may not result in active
or liquid market for the Tokens

Future sales or issuance of the Tokens could materially and adversely affect the
market price of the Tokens.

Negative publicity may materially and adversely affect the price of the Tokens.

There is no assurance of any success of the Company’s business platform or
any future Token functionality.

The market price of the Tokens may fluctuate following the Token Sale.

The Token may be significantly influenced by cryptocurrencies market trends.
Token value may be severely depreciated due to unrelated events in the
cryptocurrencies markets.

The use of the Tokens may come under the scrutiny of governmental institutions.

The ownership of Tokens may fall under new and unpredicted taxation laws that
will erode Tokens benefits.

There may be unanticipated risks arising from the Tokens

Applicable laws and regulations may limit the utility, functionality, the accessibility
and transferability of the Tokens.

Crowd sales have been known to come under malicious attacks from hackers
and/or other parties resulting in theft of tokens. Such events may inflict massive
losses on buyers and the Company.

Content

Company Related Risks


The Company may be materially and adversely affected if it fails to effectively
manage its operations as its business develops and evolves which would have a
direct impact on its ability to maintain or operate the Company’s business
platform and/or develop structure and/or licence any future Token functionality.

The company may experience system failures, unplanned interruptions in its
network or services, hardware or software defects, security breaches or other
causes that could adversely affect the Company’s infrastructure network, and/or
the Company’s business platform.

The Company may in the future be dependent in part on the location and data
centre facilities of third parties.

The Company may not be able to pay any anticipated rewards in the future.

General global market and economic conditions may have an adverse impact on
the Company’s operating performance, results of operations and/or cash flows.

The Company or the Tokens may be affected by newly implemented regulations
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www.actafi.org

